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Wholesale Dispatch Tool Guide 

The Dispatch Tool is currently available via the Wholesale Customer 
Portal for LSR orders. It allows you to research the status of your 
orders that are Dispatchable (including new and migration orders).  
These will not include Disconnects.

ASR orders will not be implemented at this stage of the release.

We have put together this informational guide to help you navigate 
the tool and understand the information presented.

You will see the tool defaults are set to show the current date as well 
as the past 5 days and the next 5 days out for a history. You will also 
be able to see orders in the history for 30 days past if the data has 
been saved.  There are slides included to show the history tool and the 
default screens.
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Wholesale Dispatch Tool Link 

Upon logging onto the tool you will see under 
“Applications” the option for “Dispatchable Order 
Search”.  Select this link.

Enter the Dispatch Tool  
by selecting this link
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Available Search Fields 

You will see that the default is set for 5 days in either direction from today’s date.  You 

can see in the example today is November 15th and you can see 5 days in either direction 
of this date. Here is also where you will select an option of  how to search for the 

information. You will see you can search by ALL LSR orders, by Order Number(s) or by 

a PON (s). When you enter the PON you will need to use ALL Caps and you need to 
select “SEARCH” (hitting enter will not bring back results).
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Dispatch Tool Date Ranges 

In the dropdown for the date range selection you can see that it will give you 30 days on 
either side of today’s date.  Today is November 17th and you can see 30 days out till 

December 17th and back 30 days thru October 18th. 
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Tool Column Descriptions 

The tool will show 14 columns: LSR/ASR, PON, Order DDD, CCNA, Request Type, 
Activity, Order Number, WFM Order Type, Order Type, WFM Order Stage, WFM Due, 

WO Complete, Circuit ID and Remarks.  

The Order DDD is the Due Date of the Order.

The WFM ORD Type will show  Manual, OSP or CO.

The Order Type is Simple or Complex.

The WFM Due is the date this ticket is set for dispatch (not necessarily the due date 
but the CO ticket date). 

 The WFM Order Stage will provide the orders status: Pending, En Route, Completed, 

or Scheduled.

In the Remarks column you will see  information from the order such as the TN and if 

there is a CT and demarc information on the completed orders.
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Wholesale Dispatch Tool Guide 

If you see a CT of “N”, you usually will have for each unique circuit a ticket for 
the CO (Central Office) and a ticket for the OSP (Outside Plant).  If you see 
Manual under the WFM Order column, this would indicate a work order has 
been manually written for the circuit(s). 
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Pending Order 

Here you now see the order is now showing for the OSP work as “Scheduled” from 

“Pending” in the previous screenshot. 

Here you can see the order now has been dispatched on and is showing “Complete”. 



To Save Your Results & Archived Files 

To Save your results upon 
querying the status of an 
order, you would select Save 
Results (Fig 1).  Once you 
have selected this it will 
return a CSV file which you 
need to click to download 
(Fig 2).Fig 1.

Fig2.
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To Save Your Results & Archived Files (cont’d.) 

Here you will get the file download file 
prompt to OPEN or SAVE.  Select Save 
and a Location & Name that you want to 
give this File.

To go back and look at these files in the Archive you can go to: 
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To Save Your Results & Archived Files (cont’d.) 

You will see all the orders that you have saved in this archive and can be 
viewed for the next 29 days.

Select here to see Saved 
orders in the Archive 
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WFM Order Stage Column Descriptions 

Job status descriptions you will see under WFM Order Stage 
Column:

Pending – the order is pending.

En Route – the technician is now working this ticket.

Completed – the order is complete and you will see 
information regarding the demarc in the Remarks column.

 Scheduled - the order is scheduled and loaded to a technician.

Cancelled – the order has been cancelled.

Suspended – the order has been suspended.

Helpful Hints 

Data is refreshed every 12 hours.

 Holidays and weekends are taken out when searching using the
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date range option.

 Data only is saved in the Archive if the Wholesale Customer

saves the data.
 Contact the Wholesale Helpdesk if you are having trouble using

this tool. The history will be saved for the past 30 days and

up to 30

days.

Use all CAPITALS (no lowercase) when entering your PON in

the search fields.




